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LIVE THE LIFESTYLE YOU WANT TO LIVE The fact that you're here means that you must want to

live in a tiny house, or at least be interested in the concept of tiny houses.Well, I am here to tell you

that you can make it happen!Forge your dreams, live your life!With rising prices of houses, and the

urbanization of many cities, people find it harder and harder to stay in their regular homes.But that

doesn't have to be an option.If you like the minimalist lifestyle, get a tiny house.If you want to be free

of debt, build or purchase a tiny house. It's a lot cheaper.Or if you like to travel the country without

having to worry about reserving a place to sleep, build/purchase a tiny house.Don't let others fool

you.People say that living in a tiny house is unrealistic, that it's too uncomfortable or primitive.Well, I

say, "Says who?"You are the one who creates your own house. You can design and customize it to

whatever you want.This book will teach you exactly how to do so.Here are some of the things we

will coverâ˜… My own tiny house and my storyâ˜… Reasons you should live in tiny houseâ˜…

Pre-Purchase Checklist for tiny houseâ˜… Constructing a foundationâ˜… Installing a plumbing

systemâ˜… Installing Utilitiesâ˜… Decorating your tiny houseâ˜… Stocking up on suppliesâ˜… AND

MORE!What are you waiting for?Download this book and get ready to build or purchase your very

own tiny house.
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Honestly house or lot sizes doesn't matter to me what matters most are the family living together on

the house which we call a home. Having this book interest me as I've heard stories of fiends and

relatives downsizing their house for financial reasons. The reasons enumerated on this book

actually rationalized the benefits of having to downsize your home and the checklist provided indeed

enlightens why some people opted to live in these kind of houses. I love how the author provided

tips and strategies on building your tiny house along with guided illustrations of frames, windows,

foundations etc, the book shelves under the stairs are indeed fascinating that maximizes the space

you have in your home. As the author points out living small indeed have greater challenges

however this challenges can be apprehended by practicing strategic moves like maximizing your

house space. Although living in a minimal home may changed your lifestyle, the true essence of it

actually contributes to being simple and dignified. Overall this book comes handy if your'e decided

to move to your tiny homes.

Everyone have different lifestyle and different things that make them happy and comfortable.

Personally, tiny house is not my thing, but my brother seem to have a "thing" for it and so am

looking to see what it entails and how to go about it.I liked the section before the conclusion, it had

to do with reasons why one should not live in a tiny house. I think this is an important information

because f one should do things for the wrong purposes, it might not turn out well and we may feel

disappointed in the end.The book is very comprehensive and there were minimal errors, personally,

I think it is a good read.

This book give you awesome ideas to live in a small houses yet feeling large. The author really did a

good work that my problem of buying a house has been resloved. I was really looking a guide how a

house can be purchased and how it can be decorated. In this book I learn that not to buy a bigger

house. The sole purpose of this book is to help you so that you start feeling large being in the same

small home of yours. Remember, it is not tough to change everything and the book holds ideas on

how you can implement changes. Here you will learn about the problem of small houses, furniture to

use in small houses, tips to keep your home clean. I recommend this book to all.

This book gives so much information on what are the benefits of tiny homes like the example



mention here that small house met all of the domestic needs without demanding much in return

which is correct. This book will teach readers the basic in experiencing the tiny house living. A great

start for individuals needing to find out about Tiny Houses. I think designing and building your own

tiny house can save you tons of money than hiring a professional one.

This book breaks down the minimalist lifestyle to a tee. Social Media has made it so much about

living above your means at the cost of your peace of mind. This book allows you to understand that

being happy and content with what you have is worth more than the expensive gadgets you can put

in your home. I like this book and recommend it to anyone looking to do more with less.

The Idea seems to be un-realistic or minimalistic but its necessary to any body aiming at reducing

the finances spent on Renting and Maintenance of big houses. Small house will also promote a

good environmental conservation for-example the The construction of an average American house

consumes about three emits about 18 tons of greenhouse gas annually.The book weighs on all

possible advantages of having a small house and its challenges

This book is a must read to all those who are planning on buying a house or building their own. Just

think of all the precious space you can save by building a tiny house, space that you can share with

other families, as well. These tiny houses are also functional, too, providing everything from efficient

bedrooms to cool kitchens. Although the initial price might be on the high side because the bank

may not finance such a project, you'll be saving more money in the long run.

Tiny houses are great to live in, especially when one knows how to maximize the tiny space your

house has. According to Michael Walker, "with a tiny house, you not only have to fit every necessity

into a tiny room, but you will also have to make sure that it's functional and not overcrowded, else

you'll have a really uncomfortable experience," I'd have to agree on this. The designing phase that

Michael Walker suggested and used in his tiny house are proven to be effective in maximizing

space. I have seen a lot of space saving furniture at stores found at malls and furniture shops.

These space saving furniture are also quite stylish that makes the inside of your house look stylish

too!The way the book was presented was coming from someone who made their own tiny house. I'd

say the information he shared in his book is quite valuable coming from someone who made also

their own tiny house. The book is great, content wise it was very informative.
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